


Makarova Marina Sergeevna (born 08.09.1985) is a composer.

      

Laureate of the 2nd All-Russian competition of composers "Crystal tuning fork" in 
the nomination of the best academic vocal music, Moscow (2000)

Winner of the Crystal tuning fork improvisation contest (2000)

Laureate of the 3rd All-Russian competition of composers "Crystal tuning fork" in 
the category of best academic instrumental music, Moscow (2001)

Winner of the 2 National Crystal Tuning Fork Award and the special prize of the 
Union of Composers of Russia "For Professionalism".

Graduate of the All-Russian Composers Competition "Rowan Dreams" St. 
Petersburg (2003)

Laureate of the All-Russian competition of composers "I am a composer" Nizhny 
Novgorod (2004)


1990 - 1999 She studied at the music school named after Tchaikovsky in Izhevsk 
in piano.

2001 - 2004 Studied at the Balakirev College in Nizhny Novgorod in the theoretical 
department.

2004 - 2012 Studied at the Gnesins RAM in the specialty “Composition”

(Professor A.A. Muravlev)


1996 - 2019 composer in the performances of director Sergei Balykov

(N. Novgorod, Kstovo, Izhevsk, Belgorod, Astrakhan, Omsk)

 “The Story of a Soldier” 2006

 The Snow Queen 2014

 Ruslan and Lyudmila 2019


2008 - 2017 composer in audio performances directed by Dmitry Kreminsky.

“Etude in crimson colors” (A. Konan Doil), “Shot” (A.S. Pushkin),

“Chamber N6” (A.P. Chekhov), “The Nutcracker” (E.T.A. Hoffman),

“Double Surname” (D. Rubin), “The Little Prince” (A.de Saint-Exupery),

“5 Abducted Monks” (Y. Koval)

The play "Three Fat Men" directed by D. Kremsky, 2017

"Cinderella" Audio-play., Dir. Mikhail Matveev., 2019




Filmography.


2004 - Music was written for the feature film “Lovitor” dir. Farhot Abdullaev.

Since 2007, 20 short films and more than 100 full-length documentaries and fiction 
films have been created (Ostrov movie studios,

“Netskino”, “Yastrebfilm”, “Kazakhfilm”, “VGIK”, Gorky film studio, Chronos, t / c 
NVT +, Russia-24, Russia-1, Culture)


2005 | Feature film "Lovitor" | drama | dir. F.Abdullayev


2007 | "Peter and Fevronia. The story of eternal love" | doc | dir. A.Meer


2008 | "P.M. Tretyakov. The History the Great collection" | doc |


dir. E.Telegina


2009 | "Union" over the tropics "| doc | dir. A.Golikova, S.Miroshnichenko |


France-Russia


2009 | "From Buranovo to Baku" | doc | dir. A.Golikova and M.Miro


2009 | "Waiting, hoping, not believing" | doc | dir. M.Pavlov


2010 | Feature film "The Trouveur" | comedy | dir. E. Gilman


2010 | Feature film "220 volt of love" | (8 series) comedy | dir. V. Filimonov


2011 | "Babel" | short film by Gareth Morgan | UK


2011 | "Fireflies" | short film by Gopal Koirala | Nepal


2011 | "Grigorievs" | doc | dir. M.Pavlov


2012 | "5 minutes of freedom" | doc | dir. K.Sakharnov


2012 | Feature film "The prisoner of the old homestead" | comedy |


dir. M. suleymanova


2013 | Feature film "In one breath" | (4 series) drama | dir. A.Soloviev


2013 | "Ford.New Legends" | (6 films) doc | dir. A.Golikova


2013 | "Africa. Blood and beauty" | doc | dir. S. Yastrzhembsky




2014 | "One game older" | doc | dir. A.Soloviev


2014 | "The word on the hand" | doc | dir. Y.Malyugin


2015 | Feature film "What a New Year" | comedy | dir. M.August


2015 | "Natalya Gorbanevskaya. I'm not a heroine" | doc | dir. K.Sakharnov


2016 | "Russia - we are 25" | doc | dir. A.Golikova


2016 | "Ivory. A crime story" | doc | dir. S.Yastrzhembsky


- There were created 65 documentaries for Yastrebfilm Studios since 2007 to 2018 
about different countries and customs, many of them awarded by Russian and 
foreign film festivals.


2017 | Feature film "Non Final Judgement" | drama | dir. M.Tsvetkova


2017 | "Three seconds" | doc | dir. D.Umnova


2017 | "Who will pay for the weather?" | doc | dir. Ella tukharely


2018 | "Crimean Wave" | doc | dir. A.Golikova


2018 | "Bridge" | doc | dir. E.Kaz


2018 | "Empire of ballet" | doc | dir. D.Semibratov


2018 | "On the wing" | doc | dir. D.Semibratov


2018 | "Turkish stream" | doc | dir. Ella tukharely


2018 | Short film "Voice" | drama | dir. R.Sviridenko


2018 | "Alexander Solzhenitsyn. Repentance" | doc | dir. S.Miroshnichenko


2019 | “The Abode” | doc |  Director Ella Tukhareli


2019 | "Lost in the Baltic" | doc | dir. Ella Tukhareli 


2019 | "Crosses" | doc | Dir. S. Miroshnichenko 


2020 | "Maya Knows" | 12 episodes | cartoon | Dir. D. Yambushev | VizArtFILM


2020 | "Stanislavsky" | doc | Dir. Julia Bobkova 




Since 2014, song arrangements have been made for vocalist contests

“Main Stage”, “Voice”, “New Wave”, “Imporio music-fest”, “Winner”, “Songs-TNT”.

(Irina Olifer, Anastasia Danilova, Alexandra Chernousova, Sardor Milano)


2015 Romance "Rachmaninoff" verses by V. Gaft,

performed by Olga Kormukhina.


2018 Song “On a Yacht” poems by Y. Koval

Song “Cat” verses by Y. Koval Romance “Autumn, autumn, all Paris” verses by M. 
Voloshin

Romance "Night" verses by M. Tsvetayev

Romance "Become That No One is Sweet" verses by M. Tsvetayev

Romance “I learned to live simply, wisely”, art. A. Akhmatova


Music for advertising:


Beeline - 6pcs

Lazolvan Reno - 3pcs

Expostroy - 3pcs

Sberbank - 1pc

Opening Bank - 1pc

Mobile 1 - 1 pc.

...

TV shows:

Road wars (shopping mall Pepper)

Awesome video (shopping mall Pepper)

Hunting and Fishing (Stream TV)

Ministry of Emergencies (Stream TV)

Roitman Marathon (Stream TV)

Spontaneous Theater (Stream TV)

Lady of the World (Stream TV)

Educational process (Stream TV)

Effective personality (Stream TV)

Traditions of the new school (Stream TV)

History of Psychology (Stream TV)

Do you agree (Stream TV)

Weight of happiness (Stream TV)

Psychology of influence. (Stream TV)

Guys Without Borders (Stream TV)

.......

www.makarovamusic.com


m-artmusic@mail.ru


Tel +7 (910) 447-35-41



